
 

Nuclear War, Nuclear Escalation and Nuclear Proliferation Quick Reference 

Atlas Drops a single warhead up to 20MT and then it’s discarded. Nullified by: Anti-Missile A, B, S, Patriot Anti-Missile, Sprint Interceptor, Nike-Zeus Interceptor, Jet 
Interceptor. 

Atomic Cannon Only one active each time in its space. As long as it’s in play, it shoots 10MT warheads with no previous launch system, only against adjacent players (left or right). 
NOTE: it can be targeted by enemy’s warheads and missiles instead of population. 

B-1 Bomber Drops one or more warheads (one each turn on same or different players) up to 100MT total. As soon a non-warhead card is revealed, discard it. 
Nullified by: Anti-Missile B, S, Sprint Interceptor, Jet Interceptor, Stealth Fighter. 

B-70 Bomber Drops one or more warheads (one each turn on same or different players) up to 50MT total. As soon a non-warhead card is revealed, discard it. 
Nullified by: Anti-Missile B, S, Sprint Interceptor, Jet Interceptor, Stealth Fighter. 

Cruise Missile No warhead needed: it kills 5 millions. Placed in front of next player. Each following turn, can attack that player or move in front of the next one. 
Nullified by: Jet Interceptor. 

DCX-Delta Clipper Like a bomber, drops one or more warheads up to 75MT total. If a non-warhead card is revealed, you may take it back in your hand and discard another card instead. 
Nullified by: Anti-Missile S. 

Decoy Missile Play it directly from your hand to nullify any Anti-Missile or Fighter card just played (discard them with no effect). 

Killer Satellite Must be launched like a warhead using an Atlas or Titan missile, put it in its space. During his turn, in addiction to anything else, the player can attack a Space Platform: 
if a 2-6 result is rolled, the platform (and its remaining warheads) is destroyed. In any case, the Killer Satellite is discarded after use.  

Minuteman Missile Drops a single 10MT warhead and then it’s discarded. Nullified by: Anti-Missile A, B, S, P, Patriot Anti-Missile, Sprint Interceptor, Nike-Zeus Interceptor, Jet Interceptor. 

MX Missile Drops a single warhead no less than 20MT resolving a separate attack for each 10MT. All attacks are on the same target. After resolving all attacks it’s discarded. 
Nullified by: Anti-Missile S, Sprint Interceptor. 

Polaris Drops a single 10MT warhead and then it’s discarded. Nullified by: Anti-Missile A, B, P, S, Patriot Anti-Missile, Sprint Interceptor, Nike-Zeus Interceptor, Jet Interceptor. 

Saboteur Nullifies an enemy weapon system launch (including warheads after selecting target, space platforms, cruise missiles, space shuttles, atomic cannons), provided it’s 
used before any die roll. Can destroy an Atomic Cannon each time it shoots. No effect on Submarines. Nullified by: Spy. 

Saturn Drops a single warhead up to 100MT and then it’s discarded. Nullified by: Anti-Missile S, Sprint Interceptor. 

Scud Missile Drops a single warhead up to 20MT, then it’s discarded. Nullified by: Patriot Anti-Missile, Nike-Zeus Interceptor, Sprint Interceptor, Jet Interceptor, Anti-Missile A, B, S. 

Smart bomb Play directly from hand after dropping a non-intercepted warhead up to 20MT (before die rolls and/or spinner use), to double population losses. 

Space Platform 
When revealed, place up to 7 face down warheads on it (still part of your hand). Launch successful if a 2-6 result is rolled, otherwise lose platform and warheads and if 
a second “1” is rolled also lose 10 millions population. More than one can be in play for the same player. The platform can drop one warhead each turn in addition to 
anything else and it’s discarded when warheads are depleted. Missiles exploding on launch don’t damage the platform. Nullified by: Killer Satellite (after launch). 

Space Shuttle Once revealed, can supply a space platform with any number of warheads from hand, OR can be used as a bomber to drop a single warhead up to 50MT. In every 
case, it’s discarded after use. Nullified by: Anti-Missile B, S (if used as a bomber). 

Spy Play directly from hand to: 1) nullify a Saboteur, 2) steal a Secret or Top Secret card drawn by another player, 3) esamine another player’s face down cards (not a 
space platform warheads but it turns face up a submarine revealing its target), or 4) cancel another Spy card. Nullified by: Spy. 

Stealth Bomber Hold in hand and play when a warhead is revealed without a previous weapon system. Stays in fly like bombers and can drop one or more warheads (one each turn on 
the same or different players) up to 100MT total. Nullified by: Stealth Fighter. 

Submarine 

When revealed, place face down at sea with a face down warhead up to 20MT (still counting in hand) and select a player as secret target. It can shoot the warhead in 
addiction to anything else, then it’s revealed and can be targeted by enemies. Can be moved at sea or in port once per turn. While in port can change  or rfill its 
warhead as well as its secret target. It can’t be targeted while in port.  
NOTE: when a submarine is face up, it can be targeted by enemy warheads and missiles instead of population. 

Superserum Play directly from hand to discard Supervirus (no effectI as soon as it’s received. 

Supervirus Give it to another player if just drawn. Roll die for population losses if receiving it from another player. In his turn, the player with Supervirus can give it to an adjacent 
player (left or right), but not the same he received it from unless he keeps one more turn (rolling again for population losses). Nullified by: Superserum. 

Titan Missile Drops a single warhead up to 20MT, then it’s discarded. Nullified by: Anti-Missile A, B, S, Patriot Anti-Missile, Sprint Interceptor, Nike-Zeus Interceptor, Jet Interceptor. 

Trading Session Players can trade cards from their hands (trade the same number of cards). Every player must trade with someone. 
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